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REGISTRATION OPEN NOW FOR 25TH INTERNATIONAL SCULPTURE
CONFERENCE: NEW FRONTIERS IN SCULPTURE IN PHOENIX, ARIZONA
______________________________________________________________________
(Hamilton, NJ) Registration is now open for the 25th International Sculpture
Conference: New Frontiers in Sculpture in Phoenix, Arizona from November 4-7,
2015. The 25th International Sculpture Conference marks the International Sculpture
Center's (ISC) first conference in the American Southwest. Inspired by exploration in art
and architecture in desert landscapes, the 25th International Sculpture Conference will
bring together artists, arts administrators, curators, patrons, students, and sculpture
enthusiasts for new discoveries in the field of sculpture.
Registration is open now and available to ISC members, non-members, students, and all
those with an interest in sculpture. More details about the conference are available on
the ISC website at http://www.sculpture.org/az2015 or by contacting the ISC Conference
and Events Department at events@sculpture.org or (609) 689-1051 x302.
Early Bird Registration is open now for ISC Members. ISC Members can register
early to receive the Early Bird rate and Chapter Members always save more. Early bird
registration closes July 19, 2015. ISC Members can also sign up for the
littleSCULPTURE show during early bird registration. The littleSCULPTURE show is an
exhibition comprised of small artworks, and will showcase how these talented artists
handle the challenges of space and scale as dictated by the 8" x 8" x 8" size restriction.
ISC Members interested in participating in the littleSCULPTURE show must sign up
during Early Bird Registration. No late submissions will be accepted.
Registration includes admission to all panels; the keynote address; ARTSlams and
Mentor Sessions; the Opening Reception & littleSCULPTURE Show at Bentley Gallery;
a city-wide Gallery and Studio Hop; opening of the 2014 ISC Outstanding Student
Achievement Exhibition at Step Gallery at Grant Street Studios; Evening Mixers at
Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art & Bollinger Atelier; Closing Reception at Frank
Lloyd Wright's David and Gladys Wright House; Boxed Lunches; and shuttles to select
conference activities. Pre- and post-conference hands-on workshops and optional trips
are available at additional fees.
The International Sculpture Center (ISC) is a member-supported, nonprofit
organization founded in 1960 to champion the creation and understanding of sculpture
and its unique, vital contribution to society. Members include sculptors, collectors,
patrons, architects, developers, journalists, curators, historians, critics, educators,
foundries, galleries, and museums-anyone with an interest in and commitment to the
field of sculpture. Please visit www.sculpture.org for further details.
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